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Blasting budget cuts 
Carrier Quality of JMU education In danger 
By Tammy Scarton 
news editor 
The quality of education here is 
threatened because of inadequate 
funding from the state, President 
Ronald Carrier said in a news con- 
ference Thursday. 
"We believe it's time we've said to 
the public that there's only so far we 
can go — that all is not well and that 
we are facing a crisis," Carrier said. 
JMU has been forced to cut its 
budget $1.3 million the last two 
years, Carrier said. 
"We have our computer equip- 
ment crowded into small rooms. We 
are not able to expand as much as we 
should in our computer science and 
businesses. 
"We're  not   giving   the   faculty 
members the travel money they need 
to go to professional meetings." 
Carrier also said JMU can't af- 
ford needed scientific equipment 
because of a 1.5 percent budget cut 
Gov. Charles Robb made earlier this 
fall. 
Robb on Tuesday barred state 
universities from raising tuition to 
offset the cut. 
Therefore, about $50,000 will be 
cut from JMU's library budget; 
$50,000 from faculty travel and 
$100,000 from utilities and 
maintenance. 
Computer science and business 
courses are overcrowded because ad- 
ditional faculty members cannot be 
hired. 
See CARRIER, page 2 ► 
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Half-Staff —   The United States and Virginia flags at Wilson Hall were lowered last week to mourn 
the deaths of Marines In Lebanon. (Photo by Greg Fletcher) 
Board off Visitors 
approves plan 
for Greek housing 
By Tammy Scarton 
news editor 
The JMU Board of Visitors Friday granted 
President Ronald Carrier permission to continue 
plans to build a Greek housing complex across In- 
terstate 81. 
Carrier will present a written proposal re- 
questing General Assembly approval for a $9 
million revenue bond at the Dec. 2 board meeting. 
If the bond revenue is approved in the General 
Assembly's January session, construction on the 
complex will start by fall 1984. It will take about 18 
months to complete. 
Under the plans, the complex would contain 22 
units. Each unit would hold 30 students and cost 
an estimated $300,000. 
The Greek complex would not raise students' 
See BOARD, page 2 ► 
► RELATED STORY ON PAGE 3 
Mind 
games 
Many students complained of anxiety 
and confusion after hypnotist James 
Mapes' performance last week. Page 3 Athletic angel Football player Marshall Barnes is also the Virginia Director for the Guardian Angels. Page 8 
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*- (Continued from page 1) 
And about 10 vacant faculty posi- 
tions won't be filled, Carrier said. 
This will save between $150,000 and 
$200,000. 
The September state-imposed 
budget cuts "Have put a severe 
strain on the quality of education we 
can deliver," Carrier said. 
"The (Virginia) colleges and 
universities have had to meet in- 
creasing demands for enrollments 
and increasing demands for pro- 
grams while operating with budgets 
that are not adequate to fund those 
at a quality level." 
At JMU, "We have 12,000 ap- 
plications. We are accepting only 38 
percent of that  12,000. There are 
many, many qualified Virginians 
who have not been able to 
matriculate at James Madison 
University because of our funding 
levels," Carrier said. 
The presidents of state-supported 
colleges and universities released a 
document Thursday stating, 
"Virginia's colleges and universities 
are faced with a crisis — a crisis pro- 
voked by a continuing decline in an 
already inadequate level of fiscal 
support. 
"The current lack of fiscal sup- 
port is doing irreparable damage to 
our public colleges and 
universities." 
The colleges were required in 1982 
to cut their budgets by 5 percent, 
followed by a 4.6 percent cut in July 
and the 1.5 percent cut in 
September. 
Board 
*■ (Continued from page 1) 
fees higher than if a 
dormitory was built, he said. 
The Board of Visitors is the gover- 
ning body of JMU. The 11-member 
board has the final word on all 
university policy. 
Each fraternity or sorority would 
be asked to raise $50,000 to furnish a 
recreation room, chapter room and 
lounge in its house, Carrier said. 
The proposed complex is needed 
to alleviate housing overcrowding. 
JMU needs about 400 additional 
beds on campus. Carrier said. 
The number of freshmen accepted 
will increase next year, and a 
backlog of students requesting on- 
campus space already exists, he said. 
After this year, students won't be 
living in Howard Johnson's, he said. 
McGraw-Long Hall, which is 
under construction next to Bell Hall, 
is expected to be completed by fall 
1984. It is expected to house 210 
students. 
Other action at the meeting: 
► The board approved 1984 sum- 
mer school prices, which increased 
about 10 percent. 
Summer school prices per credit 
hour will be $30 for Virginia 
undergraduates; $61 for out-of-state 
undergraduates; $52 for Virginia 
graduates and $84 for out-of-state 
graduate students. 
The cost of housing, food and stu- 
dent fees for May term will be $198; 
for the four-week term, $264; the 
six-week term, $3%; and the eight- 
week term, $528. 
»*■ Dr. William Jackameit, direc- 
tor of planning, budget and analysis, 
said JMU will reach its maximum 
enrollment of 9,998 by 1994. 
corrections 
The Breeze publishes corrections and 
clarifications as soon as It can. If you see 
something you think warrants a correc- 
tion or clarification, please phone Ian 
Katz, editor, at 6127, or write to him at 
The Breeze, JMU, Harrlsonburg, VA 
22807. 
► JMU is considering increasing 
tuition 10 percent next year. Gov. 
Charles Robb on Tuesday barred 
state universities from raising tuition 
next semester. Incorrect information 
was given on page 1 of the Oct. 27 
issue of The Breeze. This was an 
editing error. 
► Student Francine McDonald 
was not arrested as listed in policefile 
on page 5 of the Oct. 27 issue of The 
Breeze. This was due to an error in 
police records. 
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'V>                                    MARRISONBURG.VA. 
proudly presents 
Nov. 2 & 3 - FORCE OF HABIT New Rock 
Nov. 4 & 5 - DIAMONDS The Hardest Rock 
Nov. 9 & 10 - THE DADS Rockin New Wave 
Nov. 11 & 12 - LEJAND Hard Driving Rock & Roll 
Nov. 18 - J.S. ft THE CASUALS Rock & Boogie 
Nov. 19 - SKIP CASTRO Rock & Boogie 
Wednesdays, College Night Happy Hour 3 p.m. Till Close. 
$2 Cover With  Student I.D. 
Thursdays, Ladles Night Ladies Admitted Freet 
Happy Hour 3 P.M. - 7 P.M. Daily 
For Additional Information Call   434-9233 
29 South Liberty St.    One Block From Court Square 
LUIGI'S PIZZERIA 
Proudly Presents 
ALL THE PIZZA YOU CAN EAT 
only $3.50 
MON - THURS 5-8 p.m. 
Both Locations 
9" Cheese Pizza $1.50 
Each Extra Topping 50* 
Mon. ■ Frl. 11 a.m. ■ 2 p.m. 
Both Locations 
Lulgl's # 1 
Mon. • Fri. 5-8 p.m. 
433-1101 
Happy Hour 
Lulgl's # 2 




$4.00 per pair 
We will mail 
anywhere in 
the U.S.A. 
Allow 2 weeks 
for delivery. 
| Holly Sales Co. 
|PO. Boxll67 
| Virginia Beach. VA 23451 
I 
I   
| NAME 
.School colors and letters are 
woven into the sock. Full 
.cushioned,stretch tube 
socks. Excellent for your- 
self or as a gift for friends 
and relatives. One size 
fits all. Price includes 
postage and ship- 
ping. Order by 
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Anxiety and confusion 
Counseling center busy after Mapes visit 
By Karen Brown 
staff writer 
Many students suffering from confusion and 
anxiety following a performance here by hypnotist 
James Mapes sought help at the counseling center. 
Dr. David Emmerling, associate director of the 
Counseling and Student Development Center, said 
he could not estimate how many students called the 
center following the hypnosis program, but "the 
list is growing." 
Each year since Mapes has been performing 
here, "a minimum of 20" students who attended 
the program have gone to the center for counsel- 
ing, Emmerling said. 
To help the students, Emmerling said the 
counselors assist in "facilitating attitude readjust- 
ment," and sometimes must re-introduce hyp- 
nosis. 
To ensure confidentiality of the students involv- 
ed, Emmerling said he can not release details of 
their problems generated by Mapes' show. 
But he said the problems generally are caused 
when "associations and memories are stirred up 
that are uncomfortable." 
During the show Mapes hypnotizes members of 
the audience and then suggests images to them, 
such as "you are on a strange planet."  But 
although these images seem harmless, they can be 
frightening to some people, Emmerling said. 
"Even with the most benign images you could 
easily find people who will respond negatively," he 
said. 
Emmerling said he thinks that "using hypnosis 
for entertainment is an inappropriate use. As a 
professional I object" to Mapes' show, he said. 
Emmerling has worked with clinical hypnosis for 
eight years. 
Age regression, which Emmerling defines as 
"asking somebody to take a step backwards in 
time," is the practice he finds most unacceptable in 
Mapes' program, he said. 
JMU may get student 
on Board of Visitors 
A student might be appointed to 
JMU's Board of Visitors. 
Gov. Charles Robb signed a bill so 
that non-voting student represen- 
tatives of Virginia colleges could be 
on boards of visitors. All Virginia 
public schools have a board. 
The board is the governing body 
of JMU. It has the final word on all 
university policy, but because it 
meets only five times yearly, it is not 
involved in the day-to-day ad- 
ministration of the university. 
JMU's board consists of 11 
members. Members are chosen by 
the Virginia governor. JMU has had 
a board of visitors since 1964. 
Several Virginia colleges have 
students on their boards of visitors, 
including Old Dominion University, / 
Virginia Tech, University of 
Virginia, Mary Washington College, 
and George Mason University. The 
students on the boards of visitors at 
these schools are non-voting 
members. 
The purpose of appointing a stu- 
dent to the board of visitors is so the 
student can represent the student 
body by providing student input. 
SGA President Isabel Cumming 
said, "It is a definite need and would 
benefit the students. A student 
would help the board. A school like 
JMU needs this because of its 
reputation of being student 
oriented." 
If a student was appointed to 
JMU's Board of Visitors, the stu- 
dent would not have to be an SGA 
member. Eligibility criteria would 
include a minimum of 60 credit 
hours earned at JMU, a 3.0 or better 
grade point average, and a course 
load of at least 12 credit hours at the 
time of selection. 
The student also would have to 
maintain full-time status while 
holding the position, remain in good 
standing academically and socially, 
and have an active involvement in a 
wide range of campus activities. 
The Education and Student Life 
Committee will study the possibility 
of appointing a student to the board. 
The committee then will give its 
report to the Board of Visitors at the 
board's next meeting Dec. 2. The 
board will discuss the idea at its 
meeting. 
William Brldgeforth, a Board of Visitors member, studies a report 





(Regular From $35.00) 
Offer Good Oct. 31 - Nov. 5 
W    HAIRSTYLING 
54 S. Main, Harrison burg 
Downtown Court Square 
Elaine Shenk, Cheryl Senger 
Shelly Mullen & Mertie Gridley 
WE USE & SELL 
TM, 
Call 433-8600 
Nucleic A "Products Are Sold Exclusively 
Through Professional Beauty Salons 
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M & M Night 
THETA CHI SPONSOR 
THURSDAY: 




(Happy Hour 2-7 p.m. With Live Music) 
SATURDAY: 
PROJECTS 
White Hot Rock 'n' Soul 
DAIL Y LUNCH SPECIALS JMU CHECKS WELCOMED 
On Manufacturers' "Cents-( 
Coupons—See Store For Complete Details! 
85 Carlton Street 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
Budweiser 
regular & light 
12 oz. 6 pack 
$^29 2 
7-Up 
regular & sugar free 
2 liter bottle 
89 
Pepsi 
16 oz. 8 pack $J39 
plus deposit 
Deli Department 
Boiled Ham 99 
Vi lb. 
Emperor Grapes 59 
lb. 
Beautiful live 
Tropical Plants $9 99 
Del Monte 
Catsup 


















R-No 651 25c off 





A Harrisonburg resident was nam- 
ed commuter student services coor- 
dinator. 
Jo Anne   Bloomberg   will' be   a 
liaison between the Office of the 
Dean of Students and the Commuter 
Student Committee. 
The Office of the Dean of 
Students moniters the CSC. Until 
this semester, the committee was 
under the jurisdiction of the Office 
of Residence Life. 
Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students, 
said the commuter students thought 
the residence life office placed too 
much emphasis on students living on 
campus. 
He said his office would oversee 
the committee only if an extra per- 
son was hired to help with the com- 
muter students. 
CSC sponsor Donna Harper said 
Bloomberg will design a brochure 
about off-campus life and conduct a 
commuter student survey. 
— Donna Sawyers 
Conference Registration Forfn 
Advince 
Registration 




JMU students lacuity and stall $20 




Call lor group rates & lodging inlormation 
Make checks payable to  JMU Music Industry Assoc 
Mail registration to  Music Department 
James Madison University 
Harrisonburg. VA 22807 
 JMU Student       JMU Faculty       JMU Stall       General Public 
Address or P O — —  
City Slate Zip  
Phone . 
Or deliver to Duke Fine Arts Center (Mam & Gracel 
Room DM 100 
For inlormation call R Barnet 
|703l 413-6863 or 433-6987 
Judge receives 
service award 
U.S. District Court Judge Ted 
Dalton received JMU's Com- 
monwealth Award for outstanding 
public service Saturday. 
The award cites outstanding 
public service by a non-elected 
public official. It is presented each 
fall as part of JMU's Government 
Day. 
President Ronald Carrier 
presented the award to Dalton at a 
luncheon in Chandler Hall before 
the JMU - Delaware football game. 
Dalton, the ninth recipient of the 
award, received an engraved plague 
in the shape of Virginia. 
A reception for Dalton was held at 






By Sandy Stone 
court reporter 
Two students were found guilty in 
Rocklngham County District Court Oct. 
21 of trespassing. 
George Flscella, 21, of Newport News 
and Edward Flscella, 20, of Newport 
News pleaded not guilty to a trespassing 
charge. 
They were ordered to perform 20 hours 
of community service. 
The Fiscellas were arrested and charg- 
ed by Harrisonburg police Oct. 3 with 
trespassing on the Patterson Street 
water tower across South Main Street 
from the quad. 
The students also were charged 












1000 S. HIGH - HARRISONBUHG, VA 
(WALKING DISTANCE FROM JMU) 
■ r 
Racquet Close-Outs From 
The Little 6q3 
Tennis Unstrung 
Maxply McEnroe 4 •/• (2) $45.00 
Maxply Fort 4 •/', 4 >A $38.00 
Prince Woodie 4 v (2), 4 >/• $100.00 
Donnay Borg Pro 4 v, 4 >A $48.00 
Head Professional 4 */*, 4 vt $42.00 
Snauwaert Vitas 
Gerulaitis 4 V  $35.00 
(Demo) Strung 
Prince Classic 4 '/1 $25.00 
Maxply McEnroe        4 v $20.00 
Donnay Borg Pro       4 •/■ $25.00 
Racauetball 
Ektelon Magnum 2 Sm, Med $45.00 
Ektelon Bluelite        XSm (2) $28.80 
Ektelon Demon (Jr.) XSm <i) $20.00 
COD 
66 E. Market St. 
434-R2D2 
Maxell UDXL-II90 2 for $5.79 
TDK SA-90 2 for $5.79 
New Cassettes: $8.98, list for $6.49 
FREE MAXELL POSTER WITH PURCHASE 
OF 6 UDXL-II 90's 
(Sorry, no charge cards for this special offer) 
\fou ve earned it! 
...Show it. 
available now at: 
20-$30 
SAVINGS 
DATE: OCT. 31 - NOV. 2 TIME:    ALL DAY 
PLACE:     UNIVERSITY UNION 
UHERFF JONES 




the area's largest nightclub 
proudly presents in concert 
Atlantic Recording Artist 
with Special Guest 
Wednesday, November 2 
Tickets: 
$5.00 in advance 
$7.00 at door 
Doors open at 8:00 pjn. 
Show starts at 9:30 pjm. 
Tickets available at all area Record Corner outlets: Har- 
nsonburg, Staunton, Waynesboro, Charlottesville. Tickets 
also available at the Scotland Yard Box Office.. 
DON'T   MISS 
THE   CONCERT 
OF THE YEAR!!! 
^     Of course, it's another Band Brokers Exclusive 
Due to Virgin!. State Law, you must be at least 19 years of 
»ge to enter club. 




By Gwen Paries 
assistant news editor 
Damaged steam line repairs, 
which were scheduled to have been 
completed almost two months ago, 
are still underway. 
But repairs should be completed 
early this week, said John Holsten 
Jr., city steam plant supervisor. 
Steam lines, which run from the 
city steam plant to the university 
steam plant, were damaged in early 
August. The city plant is located 
across Interstate 81 about 4,000 feet 
from the university. 
Repair work began Aug. 8 and 
originally was scheduled to have 
been completed three weeks from 
that date. 
But not enough time was allotted 
for repairs, Holsten said. 
"The estimation was too short. 
Three weeks was an optimistic effort 
on the part of the contractor. 
"The weather was most 
cooperative, materials were readily 
available. The only problem with the 
whole ordeal was an over-optimistic 
estimation on time completion," 
Holsten said. 
Damage to the steam lines resulted 
from leaks in underground manholes 
that caused groundwater to seep in 
and partially cool the steam. 
Repair work includes plugging the 
holes in the lines, excavating all 17 
manholes and installing new "win- 
dows" where the lines enter and exit 
the manholes. 
Repairs on the manholes were 
completed Oct. 20. Mud and poor 
backfill material such as rocks were 
being removed from the tunnel last 
week. 
The city plant usually supplies 
JMU with steam, but due to repair 
work, the plant has been forced to 
CREDIT FOR 
ENTS 
VISA® and MasterCard® Credit Cards Now Available 
to Students through TlfnE5RVEFV 's BankActlon Programl 
No Minimum Income or Job Requirements. 
Savings account and fees required Mail this coupon for complete 
information * 
Send to   Timesaver Headquarters Building / 
Student Dept / 12276 Wilkins Avenue / Rockville . MD 20852 
Nome 
Address 
City State Zip 
Phone ( ) 
School Attending 
Status    Fr Soph. Jr ; Sr . .     Grod : ] 
There's Never Been a Better Time to Get VISA® and 




reduce its usual capacity. The Con- 
vocation Center is the only universi- 
ty facility being provided with 
steam. 
But the damaged steam line has 
had little effect on JMU, said 
George Marcum, physical plant 
director. 
The major disadvantage is "hav- 
ing to operate our steam plant. And 
not using the people in our steam 
plant for maintenance on the steam 
line. But we're still operating just 
like we always have. 
The city plant generates about 
$30,000 to $55,000 per month in 
revenues for the city through steam 
sales to JMU. The city has been pro- 
viding steam to JMU since 
November 1982. 
SGA file 
Number of SGA 
Greek senators 
might be increased 
By David Olds 
SGA reporter  
The following proposals were 
raised and committee reports were 
heard at Tuesday's SGA meeting: 
+■ Greek Senator Mark Douglas pro- 
posed Increasing the number of Greek 
senators. The proposal will be voted on 
by the Internal Affairs Committee. 
+■ Greek Senator Sarah Howarth pro- 
posed that more trash receptacles be 
placed by by the Hillside houses due to 
the smell and overflow of garbage. The 
proposal will be voted on by the Building 
and Grounds Committee. 
►■ The Student Services Committee 
approved a proposal to place an ice 
machine In White Hall. The proposal will 
be sent to the Finance Committee. 
►■ Harvey said Spotswood Senator 
Rick Kirk resigned because of academic 
reasons. Kirk said he thought he should 
resign because of a lack of time. 
► The Building and Grounds Commit- 
tee reported a light will be Installed at the 
stairs at the front of Weaver Hall. Tfl» 
committee also is studying the possibili- 
ty of placing a light on a telephone pole 
between Bell Hall and Warren Campus 
Center. It rejected commuter Senator 
Tim Cralghead's proposal to pave Park- 
ing Lot Y, because the university does 





on all cash sales 
with JMU I.D. 
60 East Rock St. 
434-4418 
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InSlde     cArts &, People 
Barnes helps 'down and out' 
By Eileen Barrett 
An old woman dressed in tattered rags cautious- 
ly steps onto the road, but trips. An oncoming car 
screeches to a halt inches away. The woman rises, 
trembling. Seeing there is no damage done, the 
driver speeds away. 
As the lady steps back onto the sidewalk a man 
bumps into her, and she again falls to the ground. 
This old woman is one of the "down and out," or 
a street bum. 
Marshall Barnes, a JMU sophomore, witnessed 
this incident. "A lady says, 'I yelled help and he 
just kept walking,* or I'm not going to get involv- 
ed. It's every man for himself." Shaking his head, 
he said, "That attitude is pure B.S." 
Barnes is the Virginia director for the Guardian 
Angels. "It's a concept that people in a community 
should help one another. We stay away from drug 
and prostitution rings. These are for the police and 
we're just citizens. We deal with rapes, muggings, 
beatings and people that I call the down and out." 
The Guardian Angels, founded in New York in 
1979 by Curtis Sliwa, patrols parks, streets, sub- 
ways and buses in groups of eight, protecting peo- 
ple and making citizen arrests when needed. 
Barnes, with Sliwa's help, established a Guardian 
Angels chapter over the summer in his hometown, 
Newport News. 
"The first week I returned from school we 
started calling Curtis. He told us to locate head- 
quarters, people, supporters in the community, 
and then he'd be down in a couple of weeks." 
He set up a division limited to his high 
school, Denbigh. Then, when Sliwa visited last spr- 
ing, he was impressed and suggested a chapter for 
the city. While working a part-time job — 10:30 
Hptoi< to 6 a.m., Barnes established the city division 
benMe.returning to JMU. 
Pulling out feathers of assorted colors, Barnes 
explains his division's nickname. The Flying 
Angels. The name is derived from the number of 
obstacles the patrols in Newport News must jump 
— an Angel almost needs the ability to fly. The 
feathers are awarded after a member completes a 
series of obstacle courses with numerous jumps. 
The Flying Angels are a young division; the oldest 
member being 21. 
Their patrols are not always as mild as the event 
mentioned above. Barnes recalled "one of our 
most violent nights." 
The Angels were escorting two brothers who had 
been raging at each other earlier in the evening. A 
girl, standing among the crowd that awaited the 
boys at their house, said something to provoke one 
of the boys and he punched her in the face. Her 
family was standing close by and a full-scale fight 
ensued. The boys' mother came out to stop the 
commotion and one of her sons hit her in the face. 
"We started out with two fighting and ended up 
with 20. It took about an hour to calm, ending 
with each angel having his hands full with two peo- 
ple. Usually our greatest weapon is to be able to 
talk them out of fights," said Barnes,a psychology 
major. 
However, some self-defense tactics are necessary 
to be a Guardian. Barnes holds a brown belt in 
Kempo Karate. As a lower-ranking purple belt, he 
won the European Junior Championships for the 
lightweight division in 1975. 
Photographer Yo Nagaya captures the three lives of MT-IT^^^- 
football player and musician. * of Mtr»n«» Barnes - Guardian Angel, 
Grinning, Barnes says, "Right now I live in a 
'Leave it to Beaver' neighborhood, so says Curtis 
but that's never been the case before. I lived in San 
Francisco where my greatest weapon was to run 
and that didn't always work. After school it was a 
long run home. I got beat up in the fourth grade 
because I couldn't play kick ball." 
Now Barnes'defense is always up, which proved 
valuable on one patrol when a man pulled out a 
gun. "You can't be intimidated by a gun. We tell 
them if you're going to use it — don't miss. If you 
show any signs of weakness, they get stronger by 
Barnes learned karate overseas in Germany, and 
when he returned to the States he had no use for it 
until the Guardian Angels. 
See BARNES, page 9 + 
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Lisa Russ Spaar 
Instructor takes poetry 
from cellar to public 
By Tina Beaumont 
staff writer 
When Lisa Russ Spaar wanted to take an easy 
class in college, poetry writing seemed the obvious 
choice. 
Almost eight years later, Spaar, now a JMU 
English teacher, is excited about the publishing of 
her first collection of poems. 
Titled "Cellar," the collection will be available 
in the JMU bookstore and bookstores specializing 
in poetry chosen randomly by her publisher, 
Alderman Press. Its distribution is scheduled for 
mid-November. 
Having her work on display makes Spaar a little 
nervous, but she realizes part of being a poet is be- 
ing able to share with confidence. 
"Many beginning poets are afraid to show their 
work. Of course I'm nervous, but you have to take 
the risks — being able to share your work is part of 
seeing poetry as a means of communication." 
Although there is no single predominant theme 
present in her poetry, Spaar said they do have 
some common threads. 
"All poets have one story to tell, and they tell it 
over and over, in different ways. Recouping losses 
is one (of my themes). The world is mutable, tran- 
sient. A lot of my work is an attempt to recover — 
emotionally, psychologically and intellectually." 
In spite of the emotional drain, Spaar finds her 
writing time gratifying. 
"It is the art of making that alone gives you 
pleasure." 
Spaar said to write meaningful poetry, one must 
constantly be aware of surroundings and common 
occurances. She feels strongly about this. 
"I won't be a passive being, even if I wasn't go- 
ing to be a poet. I can't be a poet only while sitting 
at a desk. I'm a poet while I'm putting gas in my 
car." 
Still, she regrets having to sacrifice so much 
potential writing time because of teaching and 
home responsibilities, but feels she puts this time 
to good use. 
"If you can stand it," Spaar said, "education is 
a good field for a poet. Being forced to articulate 
the creative process in the classroom makes me 
more conscious of what I do." 
Spaar also said teaching gives her the opportuni- 
ty to come in contact with more people, so that she 
can view the world from different prospectives. 
"Students sometimes surprise you with their in- 
sights," she said. 
Through teaching, Spaar also is aware of the 
number of "closet poets" at JMU. She encourages 
Barnes 
* (Continued from page 8) 
His group, taken from the established Guar- 
dians, went through an express course that took 
three weeks — learning the fundamentals of a 
patrol and the 48 points of law. The 48 points app- 
ly to making a citizen's arrest that will hold up in 
any court in this country. 
"We were out on the streets three weeks after I 
got home. We went out on a mock patrol with Cur- 
tis and stayed up that night working out whistle 
and hand signals. The next night we had press 
coverage," said Barnes. 
"Then we took to the streets. Every merchant 
we passed, we went in to talk and got a working 
relationship with them. Ninety-five percent of the 
community was in support of the Angels. 
The group worked all through the summer mak- 
ing   eight   citizen   arrests   and   breaking   up 
them to use poetry as an outlet for their feelings. 
Potential poets, however, should not worry about 
publishing too soon. 
"Writing to please others inhibits experimenting 
with various styles and voices." 
Spaar said different voices used in writing enable 
the writer to speak for and as other human beings. 
This technique is important for young writers. 
As well, "It is important to empathize with so- 
meone very different from ourselves and to par- 
ticipate in other people's experiences more 
closely," she said. 
She advises young poets to concern themselves 
more with language and sound, and to make their 
actual message secondary as they throroughly "tap 
the power of the English language." 
"Language is our vehicle,"Spaar said. "Learn 
to handle it and it can convey our every 
perception." 
Spaar, who publishes under her maiden 
name, Lisa Russ, will have her book available 
to JMU students In the bookstore by mid- 
November. (Photo by Ming Leong) 
"numerous, I mean numerous fights," by the time 
Barnes had to return to JMU. 
Barnes is on a full scholarship here. He plays 
strong safety for the football team and he has 
found he uses his defensive skills on the field. "So- 
meone will come from behind me unexpectedly 
and as I'm going down I'll be throwing a punch. 
I've always said, 'Expect the unexpected.' " 
Besides his athletic talents, Marshall is also 
musically inclined. Evidence of a flute, guitar and 
other instruments reveals his aptitude for seven 
pieces. During the summer, he sold a song to 
Kashiff, "one of the top producers in the music 
business today," said Barnes. Also, Barnes and his 
brother, Christopher, have plans for a demo tape 
by Christmas. 
Plans for the Guardian Angels also continue to 
expand. Christopher is setting up a chapter in 
Richmond and designs have already begun for a 




By Charles Taylor 
features editor 
A hall mate came by the other morning. 
"You cranking out another one?" he asked. 
"I'm trying," I said and smiled. I'd been sitting 
at the typewriter 40 minutes. The page had two 
lines of type on it. 
It's known as writer's block. I call it constipa- 
tion of the mind. Whatever, it's a fear equal to 
none other for a writer. 
Its cause — simple panic. The results — either 
lots of white space on newspaper pages or late 
nights memorizing the typewriter keyboard. When 
a job is of value, it's usually the latter. 
This summer, while interning for the Lynchburg 
newspaper, the disease attacked twice — first in 
mid-summer, then during my last week. Not fun. 
"Just get your mind off of the story, take a 
break," suggested one reporter. I tried my best to 
prop my feet up, fling my head back sipping a tall, 
cool Coke, and pretend I was sunning off the coast 
of St. Thomas. 
The clicking of a dozen word processors became 
beach crickets, ringing phones were motorboats 
cruising the shore. My fellow reporters were 
natives pushing their primitive wares along the 
ivory sands. I could almost feel the rays forming 
beads of sweat above my brow. 
But the story still wasn't written. 
The second time, I was more prepared. I had 
three days left of my internship and seven stories to 
complete. With frustration at its peak, I 
dramatically swooped from the office into my car 
and flicked the "Flashdance" soundtrack into my 
tape player. 
Twice around the block with Michael Sembello 
bellowing and life was grand. The day was balmy, 
the breeze just right. 
I loosened my tie. I ran my fingers through my 
hair in a most unprofessional way. I even honked 
and waved at old women. 
But the stories still weren't written. 
I still have found no cure for the pesky ailment. 
It attacks at The Breeze just as frequently. And 
just as despairingly. 
For me, there's a delicate mood to produce what 
I call good writing. When it's in power, my fingers 
can roar across the keys and fling out sentence 
after sentence of what seems brilliance. 
When the mood is broken, however, a battle for 
adequate words ensues. Despite my loss of brain 
power, the presses don't wait. One way or another, 
the story's going to have to be written. 
The motivation is there — in the form of loom- 
ing deadlines — but the means to meet it are 
somewhere deeply unreachable in the con- 
sciousness. 
Meanwhile, there's the overwhelming sense of 
panic and hopelessness: "I've lost it. I'll never 
write again." Compare it to Culture Club's Boy 
George losing his braids or body builder Arnold 
Schwartzenegget getting a hernia. 
But at last it breaks. The words spew out. And 
when that moment arrives — when the last 
necessary word is squeezed from a brain that's 
refused to cooperate — I can sit back, smile and 
say, "Phew, it's over." 
Phew. It is. 
L- 
Comeback fails: 
Dukes lose 26-23 
** 
Mickey Stinnett (top)punted 10 times lor a 39.2 yard average Saturday. 
(Bottom* Senior quarterback Jerry Roadcap split time with freshman 
Qus Miller against Delaware. (Photos by Greg Fletcher) 
By John Castaldl 
assistant sports editor 
By scoring 23 fourth-quarter points, the JMU 
football team just made its 26-23 loss to the 
University of Delaware more difficult to accept. 
"You can analyze and analyze but the only feel- 
ing now is a lot of disappointment," said senior 
Packy Turner, who aided the JMU comeback with 
a 72-yard kickoff return. 
No one would have been surprised if the Blue 
Hens had completely shut down the injury-plagued 
Dukes, who lost their fourth straight game and fell 
to 3-5. 
JMU's starting backfield was headed by 
freshman quarterback Gus Miller playing in his 
first college game. Behind Miller were freshman 
back James Scaife and sophomore back Victor 
McPherson. 
Not surprisingly, the 
inexpierenced JMU of- 
fense sputtered. 
Delaware held the 
Dukes to a net of one 
yard rushing in 33 at- 
tempts in the game. 
By the fourth quarter 
the Blue Hens had built 
a 12-0 lead, and they 
seemed content to run 
down the clock by sen- 
ding fullback Dan 





hampered the Blue 
Hens' game plan and 
cleared the way for 
JMU to score two 
quick touchdowns — 
just enough to raise the 
Dukes' hopes. 
Once those hopes 
were raised Delaware 
wasted no time in 
crushing them. The 
Blue Hens answered the 
last two JMU 
touchdowns with scor- 
ing drives of 79 yards in 
three plays and 82 
yards in two plays. 
The last drive gave 
the Hens the win. 
"I couldn't believe 
it," JMU quarterback 
Jerry Roadcap said. 
"We were all 
celebrating. As soon as 
we scored, they came 
back and scored before 
we got a chance to get a 
drink of water." 
The fourth-quarter 
scoring started in- 
nocently when JMU's 
Mickey Stinnett cut the Delaware lead to 12-3 with 
a 43-yard field goal. 
Stinnett, who missed from 44 yards with 1:09 
left in the game, helped keep JMU in the game in 
the first half with his punting, recording punts of 
53, 59 and 56 yards. 
For the game, Stinnett punted 10 times for an 
average of 39.2 yards per kick. 
"He did a great job," said JMU coach Challace 
McMillin, who blamed Stinnett's missed field goal 
on a poor snap. "There was an extremely tough 
wind today. It was holding the ball up." 
With the Dukes trailing 16-10, Delaware's Joe 
Campbell fumbled one of Stinnett's shorter punts 
at the Delaware 24. 
JMU's Brian Wisniewski recovered the fumble. 
On the next play Kelvin Griffin threw a 24-yard 
halfback pass to Danny Robertson for a 
touchdown putting the Dukes back in the game 
12-10. 
On the ensuing kickoff Delaware's Anthony 
Smith fumbled, and JMU's Anthony Evans 
recovered at the Delaware 12-yard line. One play 
later, McPherson scurried through a gaping hole in 
the Blue Hens' line for the touchdown. Suddenly, 
JMU was leading 16-12. 
But Delaware needed only 28 seconds to strike 
back. Taking over at their own 31, the Blue Hens 
used a 16-yard run by Reeder and a 29-yard passes 
from B.J. Webster to Tim Sager and Paul Ham- 
mond to regain the lead 19-16. 
Turner took the kickoff in the end zone and rac- 
ed 74 yards before being caught at the Delaware 
26. 
Roadcap, who had alternated with Miller at 
quarterback throughout most of the game, led the 
Dukes in the fourth-quarter comeback. 
From the 26 the Dukes needed eight plays before 
running back Larry Bland crashed in from one 
yard to give the Dukes a 23-19 lead 
"I'm very proud of the young men," McMillin 
said They came back against a very good team. I 
trunk they gave a very fine effort." 
The Dukes efforts were not enough to stop 
Delaware's offense. 
The Blue Hens took the ball at their 18. Webster 
passed to back Tim Slagle for 51 yards on a busted 
play. The next play Webster hit Chris Heier cutting 
across the middle for the touchdown 
JMU free safety Pete Smith said, "We were ex- 
pecting them to throw back against the grain. They 
just happened to run away from our coverage." 
m™es got one more chj»n<* when Roadcap completed passes to Gary Clark and Ben Edwards 
to move the ball to the Delaware JTTSJMU 
drive stalled and Stinnett was called on to attempt 
Sictarth^rthe snap was h*h - & 
J A °tM T Gary Clark's s» receptions 
Saturday gives him 46 on the season tying his 
record for most catches in a season . . . the loss 
was the fifth game this season in which JMU lead 
n the second half . . . Pete Smith had seven 
t^oT" DdaWare **"* a teamhi*h * °" 
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Soccer team has sights on .500 season 
By Paul Bergeron 
staff writer  
With the elimination of the 
Virginia Intercollegiate League 
playoff format this year in men's 
soccer, you'd think the JMU soccer 
team would have nothing left to play 
for. 
Not so. 
With two games left, the Dukes 
(5-6-2) are playing for their first .500 
season in three years. JMU crept 
closer to that goal with a 3-2 over- 
time victory over Virginia Tech 
Thursday. 
After falling behind 1-0 six 
minutes into the game, the Dukes 
rallied behind a Scooter McKenney 
.goal with :30Temaining to force an 
.overtime period. JMU scored on to 
'score twice in the overtime for the 
win. 
VPI was 1-6-3 going into the game 
and had beaten the Dukes only once 
in the past twelve years. Coach Bob 
Vanderwarker felt his team would be 
flat going in. 
"I knew after we played well 
against George Mason and UVa, two 
of the state's top schools, we'd take 
the game lightly," Vanderwarker 
said. "It took us a half to decide to 
start playing to our ability." 
JMU played some of its most inef- 
fective soccer of the year in the first 
half and trailed 1-0 on a goal by 
David Koury. 
The Dukes' play turned complete- 
ly around in the second half as they 
mounted their strongest offensive 
pressure of the year according to 
Vanderwarker. The Dukes owned 
the second half as they outshot the 
Gobblers 16-0 and tried six corner 
kicks to none for Tech. 
A key to the offensive pressure 
was Jeff Brown. Brown moved up 
from sweeper to forward in the se- 
cond half. He kept the pressure on 
with seven second-half shots on 
goal. 
"He (Brown) brings the ball in 
himself and as the defenders pick 
him up, he can pass off to his team- 
mates," Vanderwarker said. 
The pressure continued into the 
overtime. Marc Weaver scored with 
8:19 into overtime to put JMU up 
for good. Mark Agee provided the 
winning goal with 16:03 into over- 
time. The goal was Agee's fifth of 
the year — tops on the team. 
JMU's quest for a .500 record will 
not be easilyrettained. The Dukes 
face Loyola^and William and Mary 
— ranked third and fourth respec- 
tively in the Mid-Atlantic Region — 
to close out the season. 
Vanderwarker is expecting a heavy 
offensive attack from Loyola here 
Wednesday. 
"We'll have to keep up the same 
offensive attack in order to beat 
Loyola," he said. "Loyola will want 
to keep the ball in their own posses- 
sion most of the game. We'll have to 
be sure not to get into a defensive 
shell. 
"We know we need to win these 
last two games to finish over .500. 
That's our main concern right 
now." 
Paul Rider (left) battles a Virginia Tech player for ball Thursday. (Photo 






Former JMU basketball standout 
Linton Townes was released by the 
Cleveland Cavaliers of the National 
Basketball Association last week. 
Townes, a 1981 JMU graduate, 
spent last season with the Portland 
Trail Blazers of the NBA, but was 
traded to Cleveland in the off- 
season. 
Townes is the first JMU player to 
(play in the NBA. He was drafted by 
Portland in the second round of the 
J081 collegiate draft. 
Women's tennis 
The Dukes won two matches on 
the road to improve their dual match 
record to 5-1. 
On Thursday, JMU traveled to 
Morgantown, W.Va., and defeated 
West Virginia 8-1. The Dukes swept 
George Mason 9-0 on Friday in Fair- 
fax. 
JMU was undefeated in singles 
play in the two matches with Terri 
Gaskill, Kathy Holleran, Ingnd 
Hetz, Susie Peeling, Lee Custer and 
Kathy Gerndt each getting two wins. 
Cross country 
For the fourth consecutive year, 
JMU placed second at the Virginia 
Intercollegiate League Women's 
Cross Country Championships in 
Blacksburg Saturday. 
Host Virginia Tech won the event 
for the third straight year, finishing 
with 19 points. JMU had 45 points 
and George Mason placed third with 
71 points. 
Tech's runners took the top three 
places. Cheryl Tuosto finished the 
5,000-meter race in  18:33 to take 
first place. 
JMU, running without senior Cin- 
dy Slagle, was led by senior Denise 
Marini, who finished fourth with a 
time of 18:57. Carmen Gore came in 
seventh and Julie George placed 
ninth for JMU. 
Volleyball 
The Dukes won just one of five 
matches this weekend at the Hofstra 
University Invitational Tournament 
in Hempstead, N.Y. 
JMU's victory came against Seton 
Hall (15-7, 15-6, 9-15, 15-3). The 
Dukes were defeated by Princeton 
(15-5, 15-8, 15-10), Fairleigh Dickin- 
son (13-15, 15-9, 15-12, 15-17, 15-7), 
Massachusetts (15-11, 11-15, 15-13, 
15-13) and tournament champion 
Hofstra (15-3, 15-5, 15-6) in the 
round robin event. 
The Dukes, now 16-24, will host 
Virginia at 5 p.m. on Tuesday. 
Field hockey 
JMU had a successful Midwest 
trip, winning two of three games and 
improving its record to 11-7-1. 
The Dukes travelled to St. Louis, 
Mo., Thursday and defeated St. 
Louis 2-0 despite being out-shot 
15-13. Joyce Metcalf and Terry 
Trader each had a goal as the Dukes' 
registered their seventh shutout of 
the season. 
JMU got another shutout when 
the Dukes defeated Southern Illinois 
1-0 on Friday in the Saluki Invita- 
tional in Carbondale, 111. Dorothy 
Vaughan got the lone goal for JMU. 
The Dukes four-game unbeaten 
streak was snapped when they fell to 













DEL — Reader 2-yard run (kick failed) 
DEL — Gasson 33-yard field goal 
THIRD QUARTER 
DEL — Gasson 26-yard field goal 
FOURTH QUARTER 
JMU — Stinnett 43-yard field goal 
JMU — Robertson 24-yard pass from Griffin (Stinnett 
kick) 
JMU — McPtierson 12-yard run (pass failed) 
DEL — Hammond 29-yard pass from Webster (Gasson 
kick) 
JMU — Bland 1 yard run (Stinnett kick) 
OEL — Heler 31-yard pas from Webster (Gasson kick) 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
Rushing 
JMU  —  McPtierson  12 carrles-17 yarda, Bland S-9, 
Scalfe2-8. Dataware — Reader 31-131. Heler 9-37. 
Psseing 
JMU — Miller 8-1941-0-2 (completlons-attempta-yarda- 
touchdowns-lnterceptlons), Roadcap 8-15-7W-1, GrH- 
tin 1-1-24-1-0, Robertson 0-1-O0-0. Dataware — Webster 
9-18-182-2-2. 
ReceMng 
JMU — Clark 6-80, McPtierson 34, Edwards 2-33, Job 
2-18. Robertson 1-24. Delaware — Heler 4-48, Slagle 
2-88. 
Klckott returns 
JMU — Turner 8-180. Delaware — Slagle 2-25. 




Size 9 Blue Duck Shoes. Only worn once. 
$10. Teresa, x4632 or P.O. 785.  
TDK-SAM'S — new, $2.50 each. Call 
x4845 or write Box 1114.  
Shaklee — food supplementation pro- 
gram. Clinically proven to work. Mike 
Cocozza, 433-2121.  
Stereo — Sound Design — $50 w/o 
speakers. Call 4334415.  
Lots of used furniture, bicycles, lamps, 
radios, records, clocks, all kind of books 
and novels. 135 West Market Street, 
434-8727. Swap Shop.  
For Rent 
Harris Gardens Apartments — start $245 
Including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call 
Bob at 434-6569.  
1 Female — off campus housing for 2nd 
semester. 2 bedroom, Holly Court Apart- 
ment. $130 rent plus utilities. 433-0529 
after 5:30 p.m..  
Apartment four blocks from JMU. Four 
rooms. $285 per month. 896-5421.  
Services 
Confidential Abortion Services — All In- 
quiries and services confidential. Conve- 
nient location near 1-81. For Information 
or appointment call Collect (301) 
733-2400.  
Professions! typing — IBM Selectric. 
433-8685 before 7:00 p.m.. ^^^ 
Experienced 
433-0571. 
typist.   $.90/page.   Elaine 
Typing Service — 20 years experience. 
$1.00/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.  
Typing — Resumes, term papers. The 
Public Stenographer. 433-9212.  
Typing — Susan, x8292 from 10 a.m. — 2 
p.m. or evenings, 434-7508.  
D.J.   Service.   All   types   of   music. 
Reasonable/neg. rates. Jamie 433-4889. 
Lost 
Pulsor qusrtz witch. Great sentimental 
value. Reward. Lost at aerobics. If found 
contact aerobic instructor or Pattl 
434-7956. 
Personals 
Attention Girls! 1984 calendars filled 
with the perfect "10's" on American cam- 
puses for $5.00 on sale In P.O. Wednes- 
day — Friday __^_ 
Is It trus you can buy jeeps for $44 
through the U.S. Government? Get the 
facts today! Call (312) 742-1142, ext. 
5090.  
All you can eat Nacho's Supreme at Jo's 
Mexican Fiesta - tonight 5-10.  
Spaghetti a Beer Feast Wednesdays at 
Jo's. 68 W. Water Street.  
November 2nd a 3rd — Force of Habit, 
4th & 5th — Diamonds, 9th a 10th — The 
Dads, 11th a 12th — Lejand, 16th — 
Roadducks, 18th — Johnny Sportcoat a 
The Casuals, 19th — Skip Castro at The 
Other Place. For information call 
434-9233.  
Snugglepuaa — ...over two 
months! I...but It's healthy. I love you still. 
Happy Halloween. From who else 
but..the Boss. 
Kurt Spann — Heard your birthday was 
coming soon. May you be as fortunate! 
Happy B-day! 
Bloom County 
by Berke Breathed 
WH£ BACK WITH fOUPCtL 
fAUP5UNGING '82 "... 
















Temporarily Insane by McClelland, Weeks and Fama 
X   WEED   RDIXERSKATCS 
TD  MEEP  UP WITH YOU/ 
Hurts you* seeder? 
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S-head — Well, here it Is! P.S. I love you. 
Chuck.  
Chris Clsric — glad you're bsck. We miss- 
ed you! Your residents. __^_ 
Sue — Happy 20th. I hope you have a 
great day, because you deserve It. Happy 
Halloween. John.     
SR3 — You finished! I knew you could do 
it. Let's celebrate! Love, your YYR 
follower.  
Becky, Happy 20th Birthday. Try to avoid 
Killer Bulls from Hell this year. We love 
ya, Susan, Mel, and Laurie.  
Congratulations new members of Kappa 
PI Honorary Art Fraternity! Nancy, Dawn, 
Kevin, Peggy, and Ginger. 
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free 
pregnancy test. .Birthright 434-0003. 
Happy anniversary S.R. - remember I 
love you. Amy. 
Synsptlc Gap - You did OK - only - 
you know what I mean. Nice version of 
Societies' pawn "Nesta" — I thought you 
were a bigger man than that. Stu — tear 
It down! Well, I expected as much from 
you. Sid, I think Minor Threat's first song 
on their album says It best. "You don't 
know how to love, 'cause you've forgot- 
ten how to hate" — well Blfs, I know how 
to love. Bitter? Me? Like a lime boys 
Becky, — Just a short note to say HI and 
wlah you a very Happy Halloween. See 
you soon. Mr. D-Hall.  
Austin, There sre fraternltles...and then 
there's Kappa Sigma. Rock out on Hallo- 
ween! Love, Big Sis. 
Cheryl — Here's your personal. Lovs you 
bunchesl Your Big Sis. 
Mark — you made this past year a very 
special one. Have a Happy Birthday — 
Gappy" and keep smllln'l — ILY — 
Susan. 
Berri, Stsph, Jo — Get ready, Teds, 
cause we're gonna have us a big ole time 
when I return. Weather Is here, wish you 
were beautiful. Mary In London.  
London Mary — Hey pretty lady! Drink 
dance sleep? Burg Is hurting! Cancon is 
calling. Frog — can't believe you fly to 
Europe to tan...Qabba Qabba Heyl Q. 
Jeff — you're a terrific guy and I'll always 
treasure our time together. Here's to the 
start of a great new friendship. Never 
forget my decorative helr-dos. Love, 
Cathy. 
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announcements 
Announcements In The Breeze ire provided free as a 
service lo readers. Events requiring an exchange ol 
money will not be published In the announcements 
section. Entertainment notices may be sent to the In- 
slds Arts and People section. 
Deadlines tor announcements are noon Friday (or 
Monday's issue and noon Tuesday lor Thursday's 
issue. Mailing address la The Breeze, communication 
arts department, James Madison University, Harrison- 
burg VA 22807 The Breeze office Is in the basement ol 
Anthony-Seeger Hall at Qrace and South Main streets. 
Form lor snnouncements Is WHO Is doing WHAT, 
WHEN and WHERE. Items will be edited for brevity. 
Name and telephone number should be Included 
General 
Library Hours — Sunday, noon to midnight; Mon- 
day through Thursday, 7:S0 a.m. to midnight; Friday, 
7:50 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
CP&P — Interviewing for Teaching Positions, Nov. 1 
from 11 p.m. to noon; Resume Writing, Nov. 2 from 2 
p.m. to 3 p.m.. Sign up In advance In the CP4P olflce. 
CP&P special programs — "Move Over, My Head 
Hurts,'' focuses on the nlt-plcky points of Interviewing, 
Nov. 3 from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Interview Center. 
"How to Gel Your Foot In the Door," deals with the 
obstacles you may face In getting an Interview from an 
employer's point of view. Mr. Elvln Dashlell from Xerox 
Corporation will be leading the presentation on Nov. 7 
Irom 7 p.m. to 8 p.m., room C, WOC. No advance sign 
up Is necessary. 
Job connections for the week of Oct. 31 — Defense 
intelligence Agency, computer science. Russian and 
Aalan studies majors (December, May and August 
graduates); Southern States Corporation, business ma 
jors (December graduates only); Martin Marietta Data 
Systems, accounting and finance majors (December 
graduates only); Fram Corporation, marketing or 
general business majors, or anyone Interested In sales 
(December graduates only); Maryland Cup Company, 
marketing or business majors, or anyone Interested In 
sslss (December graduates only); Roses Stores, 
management ma|ors (December graduates only). 
Details available In CP&P office. 
Duke Divinity School will be Interviewing on campus 
Nov. 4 from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. Sign up in advance in the 
CP&P office. 
Accounting tutoring — The Accounting Honor 
Society will hold open tutoring sessions In accounting 
•very Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. In the A.V. 
department of the library. 
Tutoring — Tutors are needed In nearly all JMU 
subject areas. If you are Interested in tutoring other 
students, applications can be obtained at the Counsel- 
ing and Student Development Center, second floor, 
Alumnae Hall. 
Sigma Phi Lambda is sponsoring a tutorial program. 
Students needing tutoring may contact: Julie Pitt, 
communication, fins arts and English, box 3037 or ph. 
4353; Donna Berry, political science, public administra- 
tion and history, box 285 or ph. 4162; Jarl Bliss, 
business and economics, box 348 or ph. 7416; Kim 
Stewart, education and human services, box 3352 or 
ph. 5457; Beth Ann Neff, science end social science, 
box 2131 or ph. 434-3647; Ann Mace, math and com- 
puter science, box 2102 or ph. 4645; Kelly DeKlelne, 
philosophy, religion and foreign language, box 1283 or 
ph. 434-4291; Debbie Lawson, 4154; or Ken Biggs, 7440. 
University Writing Lab — offers Individualized 
help to students working on papers or reports, study- 
ing for essay exams, writing letters or applications, 
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the ORE, 
LSAT, GMAT, or NTE. For further Information, contact 
Mrs Hosklns, Keezell 106, Mondsy through Friday, 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m., 6401. 
Campus Escort Ssrvlcs — The fraternities of 
Alphs Chi Rho and Theta Chi are offering a campus- 
wide escort service. Mondays through Thursdays from 
9 p.m. to midnight, call 5108; Fridays through Sundays 
from 9 p.m. to midnight, call 5706. 
Msdlatlon Council — offers free mediation ser- 
vices to all members of the campus community. They 
can be contacted In the Commuter Student Center, 
433*259 
Counseling Center — offers personal, study 
skills and vocational counseling for Individuals and 
groups. Call 6552 tor more Information or come for 
walk-In service In Alumnae Hall between 3 p.m. and 5 
p.m., Monday through Thursday. 
Events 
Baptist Student Union — Monday: No council 
meeting. Tuesday: Sunrise Semester, 7 am.; Mlgrsnt 
Ministry, 6:15 p.m., commuter student dinner, contact 
Stuart Lewis for more informtlon. Wednesday: New 
Psalm Singers, 8 p.m. Friday: Hayrlde at McDonald's 
farm, call 434*822 or 433-5822 for more Informetlon. 
We*ley Foundation — Oct. 31: Disciples Today, 
"Friendship." 4 p.m. Called to Care Holloween pro- 
gram at Liberty House nursing home — clowning, 5:45 
p.m. 
WAITS 
WE HELP STUDENTS 
GO TO COLLEGE. 
Army ROTC hns more 
than 0.000 four-, three-, ;ini! 
two-year scholarships in 
effect at any given time 
And each year, hundreds 
are available for which your 
students can compete 
Scholarships cover tuition 
books, anil lab lees, and 
pay students a living allowance 
of up to $ I00O for each aca- 
demic year the scholarships art 
in effect. 
Our four-year scholar- 
ships may be used at W col- 
leges and universities BOOS) 
the country Three-and two- 
war scholarships may be used 
at more than 700 additional 
Institutions, Schools where 
students can earn Kith a com- 
mission and a college degree. 
So if you'd like to see more 
j  of your students headed for 
J  college, show them the way 
ARMY ROTC. 
BEAUYOUCANBE. 
Applications to. 2 y.a- and 3 year Full 
SCHOLARSHIPS   are   being   accepted 
lh,ougn tna end ol the seme.ter 
For mtormallon contact Cpl   Torrei In 
tna ROTC Department. x<294 
Mathematics and Computer Science Col- 
loquium — Dr. Nslson Markley from the depart- 
ment of mathematics at the University of Maryland will 
speak on "Planar Dynamical Systems," Oct. 31 at 4:20 
p.m. In Burruas 111. 
Fin* ArtS Sarles — The New Swingle Singers, 
the masters of "mouth music," will perform at 8 p.m. 
Nov. 7 In Wilson Hall auditorium aa part of this series. 
General admission Is $4; admission with JMU ID is 
tree. Tickets can be obtained from the Dean of Fine 
Arts and Communication, room 2, Anthony-Seeger, and 
at the information desk, WCC. 
Jazz concerts — The Shenandoah Conservatory 
Jazz Ensemble will Join with the JMU Jazz Ensembles 
lor sn 8 p.m. concert on Nov. 2 In Wilson Hall 
auditorium. 
The Jazz Spectrum, Jazz Fusion Ensemble end Jazz 
Band will perform at 8 p.m. Nov 3 In Wilson Hall 
auditorium. 
There Is no admission charge to the concerts. 
Dance Film Series — presents "Trallblazers of 
Modern Dance," Nov. 2 at 7 p.m. In Godwin 344. 
Society of Philosophy snd Religion — and 
the Committee on Russian and Asian Studies present 
"The Rituals of Hinduism," a slide presentation by Dr. 
Wade Wheelock, JMU department of philosophy and 
religion, Nov. 10 at 3:15 p.m. In Duke A200. 
Catholic Maae — Is held every Saturday at 5 
p.m. In room D, WCC, and Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and 
noon In the ballroom. 
Phi Epsllon Kappa — will hold their Initiation 
Nov. 5 at 7 p.m. In Chandler Hall. 
Art exhibits — Sawhlll Gallery: art works donated 
for the first annual art scholarship exhibition are on 
display through Nov. 3. Work from the show will be 
auctioned off beginning at 7 p.m. In Latlmer-Shaeffer 
Theatre. Proceeds from the auction will benefit a' 
scholarship fund for undergraduate students majoring 
In art at JMU. New Image Gallery: Color Clbachrome 
photographs of India by Will Kemer, through Nov. 4. 
Artworks Gallery: works of JMU students Kent Dawdy 
and Ronald Turner. The Other Gallery: works of JMU 
student Mlchele Shea. Exhibits will be through Nov. 5. 
Haunted House — Lambda Chi Alpha and Sigma 
Sigma Sigma will hold their annual Haunted House 
through Oct. 31. Admission Is 75c for children under 
12, st for student and Si 25 for adulta. 
Meetings 
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group 
meets Thursdays sfter the 7 p.m communion service 
at Emmanuel Episcopal Church. 
Csvlng Club 
In Jackson i B 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
Madison Outing Club — meets every Wednes 
day night at 6 p.m. in Blackwell Auditorium under 
Moody Hall. 
Presbyterian Fellowship — meets every Mon 
day night at 6:30 In room C, WCC. 
Lutheran Student Movement — meets every 
Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. in room D, WCC for worship. 
Thursday: weekly meeting, 'Values and Faith," 
Muhlenberg Lutheran Church Student Center, 8 p.m. 
Call Rhonda (4552) If you need a ride. Nov. 4 through 
Nov. 6: Singles Weekend, contact Lance (434-3496) lor 
more information. 
Black Student Alliance — meets the first and 
third Mondays of each month. 
Christian Science Organization — meets 
every other Sunday at 7 p.m. In the religious center. 
Alpha Epsllon RhO — will meet Nov. 2 at 6p.m., 
room B, WCC. Blueatone plcturea will be taken at thla 
meeting. 
Csmpus Crusade lor Christ — win meet 
every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Wilson 309 for Teaching 
and Training. 
Anyone interested in KC '83 (a national Christmas 
conference sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ) 
can contact Jackie or Sandy at 433-1721. 
"Taking off Masks," Nov. 3at 8p.m. In room A, WCC. 
This program will take the place of the regular Thurs- 
day meeting. 
Phi Beta Lambda — win meet Nov. 3 at e p.m. m 
Blackwell auditorium. 
International Bualneas Club — win meet 




Monday, October 31,    8:00 p.fi. to midnight ' 
in "THE PEAK" Massanutten Village 
$ enn00 • over    \9\J\J     in prizes 
LiVeRock & Roll Music by "SKYHIGH" 
$3.00 cover for singles 
$5.00 cover for couples 
•Fridays 
Social Hour 
A unique opportunity for faculty, staff and 
graduate students to socialize in a quiet atmosphere 
conducive to  talking. 
Reasonable Prices 
Every Friday beginning October 28 
D-Hall Entrance One 
3:30 p.m. to 6:00p.m* 
Come Join Us! 
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^Viewpoint 
Affiliating 
Stay in ECAC South 
The possibility of William and 
Mary leaving the ECAC South and 
the problem of having no conference 
affiliation for the football team has 
left JMU with two options for future 
athletic affiliation. 
JMU can either stay affiliated 
with ECAC South or join the 
Southern Conference. 
There are many "ifs" involved, 
but we'd like to see JMU stay in the 
ECAC South while trying to find a 
football affiUation. 
While the Southern Conference 
would benefit the football program 
and give JMU better TV exposure, 
there are many disadvantages to 
joining the SC. 
First, the regional geography 
presents a problem. Most JMU 
students and student-athletes are 
from Virginia or states north of 
Virginia. Virginia Military Institute 
is the only Virginia school in the SC, 
made up mostly of schools from 
North Carolina, South Carolina and 
Tennesee. 
JMU Athletic Director Dean 
Ehlers argues this would hurt fan in- 
terest and recruiting. We agree. 
Would you rather see the Dukes play 
East Tennessee State or William and 
Mary? 
If JMU joins the SC it would not 
be able to play as many in-state 
rivals in basketball. Because of tour- 
nament commitments and 18 league 
games (as opposesd to 10 in the 
ECAC South), there would only be 
room on the schedule for seven in- 
state games, two against VMI. 
We also think the ECAC South is 
still a viable conference. Both the 
basketball and baseball programs 
have had great success as league 
members. 
There is a possibility William and 
Mary will leave the ECAC South 
because of plans to join the new Col- 
onial football league. At this stage, 
that move would not effect the 
ECAC South. However, if the Col- 
onial Conference goes all-sports, the 
ECAC South would lose William 
and Mary. 
Ehlers doesn't think the Colonial 
Conference will goes all-sports. But 
if it does, schools like American, 
Delaware and Towson State — all 
currently in basketball conferences 
with Colonial League teams — 
would be free to join and strengthen 
the ECAC South. 
If JMU stays in the ECAC South, 
there also is the possibility of joining 
an all-football conference, such as 
the Yankee conference. 
When decision time comes Jan. 1, 
we'd like to see the Dukes stay at 
home in the ECAC South while 
working to join a football-only 
league like the Yankee Conference. 
The above editorial was written by 
Daniel Flnnegan, The Breeze's Managing 
Editor. It is the opinion of Finnegann, 
Editor Ian Katz, Editorial Editor Ross 
Richardson and Assistant Editorial 
Editor Cay Fultz. 
Grenada: 'Real' reasons behind invasion 
Although President Reagan explained the in- 
vasion of Grenada as nothing more than protec- 
tion of the 1,000 American civilians living there, I 
have my own thoughts as to why the invasion took 
place — and things are not the way they appear. 
High level government officials secretly told The 
Breeze that the actual reason behind the invasion 
was to recover the infamous "Prometheus disc," 
capable of generating enough power to light an en- 
tire city. 
World Security Bureau (WSB) officials would 
not comment on this startling revelation. 
Reports confirm Grenada — which means 
"Ghoulistan" in Spanish — was the last nation to 
possess the disc. 
Grenadian President Lord Rama denied this and 
commented, "We are only a small country, earn- 
ing most of our capital by selling persimmons, opal 
jewelry, and white poker chips. These accusations 
are totally unfounded and could have negative ef- 
fects on our, thus far, Generally Hospitable rela- 
tions." 
The 1,000 American medical students on the 
island were housed in small, pavillion-like tents 
throughout Grenada. One such student, Dr. Grant 
Putnam, commented by phone to The Breeze that 
the students were in "... no danger whatsoever. 
The president has imagined the entire thing!' 
Recent political and social turmoil has gripped 





violence apparently stems from a new government 
ordinance legalizing gambling in certain Grenadian 
cities. 
Secretary of Police, Robert "I want my wife 
back" Scorpio, commented that gambling "at- 
tracts tne wrong elements ... All this killing and 
kidnapping illustrates that pretty bloody well." 
The Prometheus disc is described as white and 
about two inches in diameter. It fits neatly into 
pockets, birds' nests, or can be kept safely on ceil- 
ing fans. 
High government officials described the disc 
recovery as the "proverbial needle in the 
naystack. This is why Reagan sent nearly 3000 
marines into Grenada. The president was quoted 
as saying "Luke would have wanted it this way." 
ev^u-PiSSiblC concludin8 scenario to this chain of 
2LlW°man known ^ " Lyk Quarter- 
*£?££&""* °f ^ ** ** ^ ^ 
Will Alexander Haig show up to declare "I'm in 
charge here." Is anybody really in charge? 
Anyone with information concerning this break- 
ing storyshould dial 433-DISC or write to me in 
care of CONFUSED but HOOKED. 
PJLPJUmrHer " a junior m<V°r>ng i» political 
science and communication arts. 
1 
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Readers' Forum 
Legalizing pot wouldn't help 
To the editor 
In response to "Marijuana: The tobacco of the 
80's," (The Breeze,'Oct. 24) I strongly disagree. I 
have seen the effects of drug and alcohol use in my 
own family. 
You see, my brother was an alcoholic and drug 
addict by age 17. It all started with pot. I don't feel 
that you, Tom Conway, fully understand the 
negative consequences of drug use. 
Why don't you do some volunteer work in a 
chemical dependency unit of a hospital so you can 
see what your legalization can do to people? 
I hardly believe anyone can think legalizing 
marijuana for users 18 and older is going to reduce 
usage by minors. Nobody is that naive or are you 
that burnt out? Wasn't one of the reasons the 
General Assembly raised the drinking age to try to 
get alcohol out of high schools? 
I also don't feel America is in such an economic 
slump that farmers need to stoop so low as to plant 
marijuana. Marijuana is not going to feed the 
hungry and needy people of this country. 
By legalizing marijuana, I don't feel it would 
create a more open atmosphere for people who 
have drug-related problems to seek help. Alcohol 
is a legal drug and still many people deny they have 
a drinking problem. Just because a drug is legal 
doesn't mean it is going to reduce the fears of peo- 
ple wanting help. There is help out there and all 
you have to do is reach out. 
Do you really think marijuana would get OK'd 
by the Food and Drug Administration? Alcohol 
was around and used widely before the FDA came 
into being. If alcohol was a new drug now, I doubt 
the FDA would allow it to go on the market. There 
are too many lives destroyed because of that drug 
already. Why bring another drug with harmful ef- 
fects into the market? 
The children of today need better guidance and 
parents setting better examples. You ought to be 
thinking about the kind of examples you are going 
to set. One out of three adolescents experiment 
with drugs. We should be trying to reduce this 
number, not increase it. Marijuana does harm the 
body and you can't deny that. With all the health 
problems of today, why consciously damage your 
own body? 
America needs to get back on her feet. People 
need to feel proud of this country and feel honor in 
being a citizen. I have a hard time feeling either of 
those things when I see teen-agers strung out on 
drugs. We should all be working to better ourselves 
and to better this country. Old Glory needs to be 
flying higher, not her people. 
M. Paige Newcomb 
junior 
business management 
Marijuana 'socially acceptable?' 
To the editor. 
Tom Conway must have been 
high when he wrote his column 
on legalizing marijuana. Since 
when has smoking pot been 
"socially acceptable?" 
Conway says millions of tax 
dollars are spent each year curb- 
ing marijuana use. How about 
some specifics, Tom? He also 
implies this money is being 
wasted. Is the govenment sup- 
posed to politely ask everyone 
not to break any laws and then 
fire all the policemen? It takes 
money to enforce the law. 
He also says the cry for 
legalization   of   marijuana   is 
becoming louder every year. If 
anything, it is declining. How 
many recent articles on this 
topic, besides Conway's, have 
you seen? 
The American farmer certain- 
ly does not need to grow mari- 
juana to keep his family fed. In 
fact, many farmers are being 
encouraged and, in some cases, 
paid to not grow food. 
Conway contradicts his 
"socially acceptable" statement 
when he discusses the general 
regulation of legalized mari- 
juana. He says public use of the 
drug would still be illegal. If 
you could sit at a bar and drink 
a beer, why couldn't you smoke 
a joint, too? 
I agree Americans should 
have freedom of choice. But if 
marijuana is legalized, where 
will we draw the line? Cocaine? 
LSD? Heroin? These drugs 
aren't illegal because the 
government wants to suppress 
our freedom. Rather, they are 





Bud Biscardo Is against legalizing pot. 
Senior advocates getting back to nature 
To the editor 
I write in reply to Tom 
Conway's plug for pot. 
To seriously advocate the 
decriminalization of can- 
nabis requires the individual 
so doing should reflect on 
medical knowledge of its 
after effects, extrapolate 
them into the global com- 
munity and carefully ap- 
praise his love for present 
and future generations of 
mankind. 
Dr. Akira Morishima, of 
Columbia     University, 
declares "In my 20 years of 
research on human cells, I 
have never found any other 
drug that came close to the 
DNA damage done by man- 
juana. 
According to Dr. Gabriel 
Nahas, cannabis' harmful ef- 
fects on human cells include: 
"Botched division, slowed 
growth and abnormal-sized 
nuclei, disturbed production 
of protein, and also damage 
to sperm cells and ova, nerve 
and connective tissue cells. 
Psychiatrist Jason Barons, 
director of Houston's Deer 
Park Hospital and Dr. 
Stephen Williams, 
psychology professor at 
Houston Baptist University, 
report "In many very elderly 
people, we see an 
unreasonable preoccupation 
with how one's body feels, 
obsessive-compulsive tenden- 
cies and inflexibility. All of 
these symptoms were strik- 
ingly evident in our study of 
teen-age pot smokers, and all 
of these symptoms decreased 
markedly once the drug was 
out of their systems." 
Why not let the guileless, 
winning spirit that you are 
shine through without any 
additional cloud? The 
specter we, the responding 
remnant of this generation, 
should confront is leading an 
age group of prematurely 
senile sub-adults. We have 
some genuine hurdles ahead 
of us. 
If anyone you know uses 
pot, urge them to stop im- 
mediately and to revamp 
their lifestyle. Take plenty of 
hot, scrubbing epsom-salts 
baths, many of them as hot 
as can be stood. Put a high 
percentage of green, leafy 
vegetables in the diet. Get 
back to nature. Health and 
success, not apathetic subjec- 
tivity, are the natural ex- 
perience of men and women. 
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U.S. mopping up Grenada 
ST. GEORGE'S, Grenada — American 
troops tightened their grip on Grenada Satur- 
day, hunting down Cuban holdouts in the 
jungled mountains and capturing a hard-line 
Marxist who provoked the bloody coup that 
prompted the invasion. 
Sporadic gunfire rattled between Cuban 
snipers and pursuing U.S. soldiers in the hills 
northeast of St. George's, the capital of 
Grenada. 
The officially reported U.S. death toll from 
the invasion stands at 16. The Pentagon Sun- 
day added said that 77 Marines had been 
wounded and three were missing. 
Casualties among the island's defenders as 
of Friday were 36 dead and 56 wounded, most 
of them Cubans. 
The U.S. troops will remain in Grenada for 
at least the several weeks it will take to root 
out the Cuban resisters, U.S. officials in 
Grenada and Washington said. 
U.S. Marines announced the capture of 
Grenadian Deputy Prime Minister Bernard 
Coard. The Marines had to protect Coard and 
his wife from a crowd of hostile Grenadians. 
Coard led a hard-line faction in a power 
struggle within the Marxist government. That 
struggle led to the house arrest of Prime 
Minister Maurice Bishop Oct. 12. 
Bishop, 39, was freed by a mob of his sup- 
porters Oct. 19 but was killed by soldiers 
hours later. 
The Marxist army commander, Gen. Hud- 
son Austin, then seized control of the govern- 
ment the next day. 
Navy Vice Adm. Joseph Metcalf III, com- 
mander of the U.S. invasion force, said Gen. 
Austin "is still on the loose," and there were 
reports he was holding two Grenadian women 
as hostages. 
— Associated Press 
September unemployment 
reaches three-year low 
RICHMOND — Virginia hit its lowest 
unemployment rate in three years last 
month, dropping two-tenths of a percent 
from the August level to 5.1 percent, the 
Virginia- Employment Commission 
reported Friday. 
It was the eighth straight month that 
unemployment fell in the state. 
September's figure was Virginia's lowest 
jobless figure since the 5 percent recorded 
in October 1980. 
The national unemployment mark in 
September was 8.8 percent. 
Delegate admits 
conflict of Intereet 
HAMPTON — Del. Richard M. Bagely, 
chairman of the House Appropriations 
Committee, has admitted a "technical 
violation" of Virginia's conflict of interest 
law. 
Bagely, D-Hampton, said Thursday he 
has earned more than $10,000 this year 
from a company that prints documents for 
the General Assembly. 
Greece plans to outlaw 
traditional plate-smashing 
ATHENS, Greece — Nightclub owners 
are outraged about a government plan to 
ban plate-smashing, a traditional form of 
applause that many consider a crucial ac- 
companiment to the twanging music of 
bouzouki bands. 
"Depending on how enthusiastic 
everyone gets, we may have four or five 
thousand plates smashed here in a single 
evening," says Stelios Paratzis, who runs a 
popular night spot here. 
The Socialist government that came to 
power two years ago says plate smashing is 
wasteful. It wants to stop the tradition as 
part of an effort to conserve goods under 
an economic austerity program. 
Bouzoukis are stringed instruments 
similar to mandolins. 
— Associated Press 
Antl-nuke protest 
brings The Hague 
to a standstill 
THE HAGUE, Netherlands 
— About 500,000 anti-nuclear 
protestors brought The Hague 
to a standstill Saturday in the 
biggest demonstration in 
Dutch history. 
The Hague is the city that 
houses NATO headquarters. 
NATO plans to deploy U.S. 
nuclear warheads across 
Western Europe in December. 
The demonstrators heard 
Princess Irene, younger sister 
of the Netherlands' Queen 
Beatrix, warn that any more 
U.S. missiles would push 
humanity off "the edge of an 
abyss." 
Although she appeared as a 
private citizen, the princess 
was the first royal family 
member ever to speak publicly 
on NATO's planned deploy- 
ment of 572 new medium- 
range missiles in Western 
Europe. Among the protesters 
were 200 Dutch soldiers in 
uniform, accompanied by an 
officer. 
Eleven suspected 
In Beirut bombing 
BEIRUT, Lebanon — A 
well-placed Lebanese govern- 
ment source said Friday that 
Lebanon has turned over to 
the U.S. Marines and the FBI 
the names of 11 suspects in the 
bombings that killed 226 
American and 58 French 
troops. 
The source, speaking on 
condition he not be identified, 
said none of the 11 has been 
arrested. The source said the 
suicide terrorists who drove 
the two trucks packed with ex- 
plosives wore funeral shrouds 
under their clothes and work- 
ed for groups backed by two 
foreign spy services. 
The Lebanese source refus- 
ed to say which spy services 
backed the attackers, but 
senior U.S. officials have said 
there were indications Syria 
and Iran were behind the Oct. 
23 attack. 
Associated Press 
The JMU Fine Arts Series Presents 
at 8p.m., Monday, Nov. 7 In Wilson Hall 
The eight-member group, known for vocal technique and precise harmony, will 
perform music by John Lennon, Paul McCartney, Bach, Mozart, and Hammers- 
teln. Featured will be 'The Flight of the Bumble Bee' by Rlmsky-Koraakov, 
'Fasclnatln' Rhythm' by Gershwin, 'What Are You Doing for the Rest of Your 
Life?' by Legrand and 'Clalr de Lune' by Debussy. 
— i  
Tickets for JMU faculty staff, and students are available from the Information 
desk, Warren Campus Center and the office of the dean. School of Fine Arts 
and Communication In Room 2, Anthony-Seeger Hall. General admission 
tickets are U and are available from Charles Mathlas, downtown, Centerpoln. 
Bookstore, Valley Mall, and the dean's office. For Information, call 433*472 
weekdays. 
I 
